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GLOBAL LEADER IN SECURITY PORTABILITY Now 'SCEC Endorsed' 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

CONGRATULATIONS on your purchase of the HIDE AWAY SAFE. 
The Worlds only lightweight – super strong – relocatable – high security safe. 

Remember: “If it can’t be found it can’t be stolen.” 

 
The HIDE AWAY SAFE is very easily installed in any space into which it will fit. 
They are highly portable, lightweight, easy to carry and install and simply relocate 
on and off their own docking stations which can be installed in multiple secure 
locations in vehicles, offices or homes. Spend a bit of time considering the best 
and most convenient place in your premises or vehicle for installation of your Hide 
Away Safe. 
 
Remember that spaces, which have little or no clearance around the sides of the 
SAFE, are preferable, as it will make it both difficult to find and to tamper with. 
The SAFE will require a space of its own width and a depth of 29 inches (730mm) 
in order to be completely removed from the MOUNTING BRACKET.  (see diagram 
F below) 
 

*IMPORTANT NOTICE - DISCLAIMER 

Due in part to the type of product it is (i.e. Security Safe) and the myriad uses 
the product can be put to, we cannot recommend any fixing method as being 
sufficiently secure for all possible circumstances. The following disclaimer is 
included with all safes sold worldwide. 

 
The decision to purchase, use and install the products of the Hide Away Safe Co 
are based solely on a ‘Risk Management’ decision of; ‘the consumer, the end user 
and /or their own installer’.  
  
Neither the installation methods nor installation nor ultimate successful end use 
of the products of the Hide Away Safe Co are covered by any warranties or 
implied warranties.  
 
Any installation method or use of the product is the sole decision of the 
consumer. 
It is the consumer, the end user and /or their own installers’ sole responsibility, 
regardless of any input from the Hide Away Safe Co, its Principal, the Principals 
documentation or its Agents or Distributors (who may not be legally qualified to 
act as Consultants or Advisers) to choose a particular fixing method as being 
applicable for any particular job at hand.  
Any fixing method idea obtained or in use from any source is adopted as a ‘Risk 
Management’ decision and at the sole discretion of the end user and should be 
decided upon by the end user after full investigation into the installation 
conditions and the risk factor of the particular installation at hand. 
 
If these conditions of use are un-acceptable, please return the product 
immediately to the place of purchase for a full refund of the purchase 
price. 
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            OPENING THE SAFE FOR THE FIRST TIME 
1. Insert one of the two ABLOY PROTEC KEYS into the LOCK and turn in a 

counter-clockwise direction (R to L) 180 degrees.  (see diagram A) 
2. Once unlocked, separate the DOCKING STATION from the SAFE BOX by 

holding the HIDE AWAY SAFE in one hand (you may do this by holding 
onto the key in the unlocked position) and sliding the DOCKING STATION 
/MOUNTING BRACKET towards the rear with the other.  (see diagram B) 

3. To open the LID, hold the SAFE in one-hand and place fingers under the 
LIFT TABS where “LIFT” is marked on the top of the LID.  Lift the LID 
using the tabs.   (see diagram C and D) 

 
Note: DO NOT open the LID from the LOCKING BRIDGE. (see diagram E) 
The tolerances of the Hide-Away are such that a partial vacuum is created when 
sealed. The SAFE has been designed for opening as per entry 3. (above) in order 
to overcome this vacuum.   
 

 
 

INSTALLING THE DOCKING STATION (see *important notice above) 
 
• Align the DOCKING STATION in the exact position where you wish the SAFE to 

be. Mark the corners of the DOCKING STATION with a pencil and trace each of 
the holes where the screws will be inserted. 

• Using a drill, start the screw holes. Be careful not to make the holes too wide 
or too deep. The *screws/bolts decided upon form an integral part of the 
overall strength. 

• Re-align the DOCKING STATION to the corner marks you have made.  It is 
easier to temporarily attach the DOCKING STATION to the surface with 
adhesive tape or ‘blue tack’ in order to keep both of your hands free. 

• Insert the *screws/bolts through the holes in the DOCKING STATION and into 
the holes, which you have created, then tighten fully in an appropriate 
manner. 

• Note:  By tightening the *screws/bolts at opposite ends and opposite sides of 
the DOCKING STATION, an even alignment and firm tensioning is assured.  
(see diagram G) 

• Insert the BODY of the SAFE into its DOCKING STATION and LOCK it in place 
(turn key in clockwise direction L to R). 

• NB  Be sure the lid is firmly closed and the lock is in an unlocked 
position when inserting the SAFE into the DOCKING STATION. 
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• NB  The KEY can’t be removed from the SAFE unless it is in the locked 
position.   (make sure the safe box is fully inserted into the docking 
station before attempting to lock it.) 

 

  IMPORTANT GENERAL INFORMATION (see *important notice above) 
 
Installation using ACRYLIC (water based only) CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE 
• There are larger holes in the centre of the Docking Station, especially for 

installation, to comparatively narrow surfaces (such as structural beam, 
support pillars, metal surfaces, walls etc) and for increased strength if 
affixing to thinner materials (such as masonite, chipboard, plywood, 
craftwood etc)  

• The Docking Station has been especially designed to be epoxied-glued as well 
as screwed/bolted into your desired location. It has; 

• a slightly proud edge on all four sides - to keep adhesive under 
the lid, not all over the fixture.  

• three excess reservoirs, one round in the centre and two very 
deep ones along each side – these reservoirs collect and hold 
permanently all excess adhesive generated while manoeuvring 
the Docking Station into place.        
CARE MUST STILL BE MAINTAINED IN ADHESIVE APPLICATION. 

• This is a recommended method for fixing onto thinner material 
such as villaboard, chipboard/craftwood, plywood and lami-
panel, all of which are used extensively, especially in the 
Caravan/Motor home/RV type industry. 

• If installing to walls or cupboards (with thin materials) be sure 
that one of the rows of screws is inserted into a structural beam 
or cross-member. Use of the centre row is advisable. 

 
 

 
• Articles can be removed from inside the Safe without extracting the Safe Box 

from the Docking Station. Simply slide the Safe Box far enough outward 
(approx.. 2  inches /50mm) so that the insert lugs come out of their channel 
in the Docking Station. The base of the Safe Box will drop down while the Lid 
remains in the Docking Station. 

• Be sure the Lid of the Safe Box is firmly closed when inserting and locking 
into the Docking Station. 

• The Key cannot be removed unless the Safe Box is locked – either when 
mounted or being transported. 

 
 

  
            WARNING FOR VEHICLE INSTALLATIONS 
 

Special care needs to be taken when installing the HIDE AWAY SAFE in a 
vehicle. Before drilling holes or installing screws/bolts, check that they will not 
damage Electrical Wiring, Spare Wheels, Fuel Lines or Fuel Tanks.  
NB  There are specific Carkits available for most vehicle types. 
 
If the surface is not perfectly flat (i.e. you are bolting through carpet or a 
rubber mat) then the DOCKING STATION may tend to flex when fixing home, 
this won’t break the polycarb – far from it, but it may cause the safe box to 
not run smoothly when installing or removing it from the DOCKING STATION. 
To prevent this and make the DOCKING STATION more rigid, install a backing 
plate of 6mm timber (craftwood is ideal) between the DOCKING STATION and 
the vehicle surface.  
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If installing a VERTICAL or HORIZONTAL CARKIT for laptops ensure there is 
sufficient clearance above the DOCKING STATION (which forms part of the 
CARKIT) to allow the safe to be removed once installed. 

• NB  Be sure the lid is firmly closed and the lock is in an unlocked 
position when inserting the SAFE into the DOCKING STATION. 

• NB  The KEY can’t be removed from the SAFE unless it is in the locked 
position.   (make sure the safe box is fully inserted into the docking 
station before attempting to lock it.) 
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Numerous fixing methods are available - depending on your ‘Risk Assessment’. 
We recommend fixing in all 10 locations as shown with either extra heavy-duty 
screws or bolts PLUS Acrylic (water based only) construction adhesive where-ever 
possible. 

 
 
NB Any fixing method idea obtained or in use from any source is adopted as a 
‘Risk Management’ decision and at the sole discretion of the end user and should 
be decided upon by the end user after full investigation into the installation 
conditions and the risk factor of the particular installation at hand. 
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ORDERING SPARE or REPLACEMENT ABLOY PROTEC KEYS and KEYED 
ALIKE SAFES. 
 
Your Hide Away Safe has been fitted out with possibly the worlds finest available 
lock system. The exciting new ABLOY PROTEC ultra high security locking system. 
    

          
         COMBINING THE VERY BEST. 

New ABLOY PROTEC Ultra High Security Locking System  
and the HIDE AWAY Safe range of products. 

 
 
An innovative and patented construction, the exciting new ABLOY PROTEC ultra 
high security locking system has taken the world by storm.  
It is the culmination of ninety years' development of rotating disc cylinder 
technology.  
 
Some of the features include: 

• World first un-pickable lock. 

• Symmetrical key, allowing key entry both ways up, this allows easy access 
to the Hide Away Safe installed in varied, even unseen positions. 

• Suitable for any conditions, vandal resistant, dusty, corrosive harsh 
conditions. 

• Legal protection until 2025. 

• SCEC approved (Australian Defence Forces). 

• Keys and discs cut on two radii instead of one. 

• No possibility of cross keying, (one persons key operating someone else's 
lock). 

• Smooth operation reducing lock wear and tear. 

• All metal keys are slim, lightweight and highly resistant to wear and 
breakage. 

• Cylinders meet international standards for high security cylinders. 

• Exceptional master-keying capabilities with a possible 1.97 billion 
combinations. 
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VERY IMPORTANT - YOUR TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 

To Order Spare or Replacement ABLOY PROTEC Keys you will need to quote us 
your key code number found engraved on your two Abloy Protec nickel silver 
keys. (For Spare or Replacement Abloy 6mm Classic Keys, see Instructions 
below;) 
 
This is the ONLY method of key reproduction available, the Abloy Protec lock 
system used is a protected regime; the key has to be cut from a key code not a 
key blank. The registered key profile restricts unauthorised duplication giving you 
absolute protection against unauthorised key duplication and therefore access.  
 
To order spare or replacement keys or Keyed Alike Safes, you will need to supply 
the following information. We recommend you fill these 2 duplicate forms in 
immediately you receive your Hide Away Safe and store them separately in 2 
secure locations.  

 

HIDE AWAY SAFE REGISTRATION FORM   
To be kept in a secure location at all times.   

  
Name   
  
Address   
  
                                             ZIP   
  
key code number    
  
Place of purchase   
  
Date of purchase   
  
Receipt Number   
  

Please supply the above information and   
your request to;   

urgent@hide awaysafe.com.au  
Direct Tel: 011 61 357 219 040   
Direct Fax: 011 61 357 212 545   

www.hideawaysafe.com   
We will contact you immedia tely with the   
ETA and total cost of your order which   

will include postage and insurance.   

HIDE AWAY SAFE REGISTRATION FORM   
To be kept in a secure location at all times.   

  
Name  
  
Address  
  
                                             ZIP   
  
key code number    
  
Place of purchase   
  
Date of purchase   
  
Receipt Number   
  

Please supply the above information and   
your request to;   

urgent@hideawaysafe.com.au  
Direct Tel: 011 61 357 219 040   
Direct Fax: 011 61 357 212 545   

www.hideawaysafe.com   
We will contact you immedia tely with the   

ETA and total cost of your order which   
will include postage and insurance.   

 

 
For ordering Spare or Replacement Abloy 6mm Classic Keys, use the duplicate 
forms above and insert the 11-digit Key Code number (eg L6285262411) found 
on the sticker attached to the key tag. 
 
This is the ONLY method of key reproduction available; the key has to be cut 
from a key code not a key blank. The included key code gives you maximum 
protection against unauthorised key duplication and therefore access.  
 
To order spare or replacement keys, you will need to supply the information 
requested. We recommend you fill these 2 duplicate forms in immediately you 
receive your Hide Away Safe and store them separately in 2 secure locations.  




